Expressly Prohibited:

[By 201 KAR 37:010]

Construction of a structure

Renovation of an existing structure

Entertainment costs

Maintenance costs associated with a VSO (meeting hall, clubhouse, and similar facility)

No funds for any program already funded by the state or federal government

Impliedly Prohibited:

Continuing maintenance and upkeep of any kind, especially of a memorial or monument

   Rationale: we can deal with a one-time cost, but “continuing” means the funds go beyond the purview of a given Board’s decision

Salaries of an organization (these go to a person and not directly to a veteran’s benefit)

   Rationale: no direct benefit to a veteran; no recognition factor

Travel costs to attend seminars, conference, and other meetings

   Rationale: no direct benefit to a veteran; no recognition factor

Any costs associated with entertainment (music, promos, equipment)

   Rationale: associated costs of entertainment still relate to the prohibited subject matter